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Laser beams that directly drive a cylindrical implosion
are used to create a measurable region of mixed mate-
rial in a compressible plasma state, for the first time in
a convergent geometry. The turbulence driven by the
Richtmyer-Meshkov instability by shock passage across a
density discontinuity mixes marker material that is radio-
graphically opaque. The width of the mix layer is compared
between a system with large surface roughness and an ini-
tially smooth system. The experiment is described and re-
sults are compared to multi-dimensional direct numerical
simulation, including three-dimensional turbulence calcu-
lations. The calculations adequately match the observa-
tions provided the measured initial conditions are used.
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An interface between different materials suffers
mix when it undergoes hydrodynamic instability from
acceleration or passage of a shock. Such mixing is
especially of interest in explosions or implosions in-
cluding astrophysical problems [1] such as supernova
or in fusion research using inertial confinement [2].
In these systems the turbulence is often inhomoge-
neous and anisotropic and the mix is between mate-
rials of different density. Furthermore, the energy
densities in these systems is great enough to ionize
the material into a plasma state and make the hy-
drodynamics compressible. Finally, such implosion
systems are convergent, and the effects of the conver-
gence on the physics of the mix are of interest. There
is no accepted theoretical or computational model for
explaining such complex environments, and experi-
mental data in such regimes are needed.

We describe a mix experiment that creates a mea-
surable region of mixed material in a compressible
plasma state in a convergent cylindrical geometry.
The turbulence is primarily driven by the passage of
a single shock across a perturbed, variable density in-
terface. Much previous work has been incompressible
[3] or, if compressible, in planar geometry [4,5]. In
contrast to the pioneering work on turbulent mix of
Dimonte et al. [5] this work is convergent with corre-
sponding effects expected on the hydrodynamics [6].
This experiment establishes a stringent test of mix

modelling capability in a complex, inertial-fusion rel-
evant environment.

The experiment uses directly driven cylindrical im-
plosions [7,8] on the OMEGA laser [9] at the Lab-
oratory for Laser Energetics of the University of
Rochester. Thin-walled polystyrene cylinders 2.25-
mm long and 0.86-mm inner diameter with 60-
mg/cm3 polystyrene foam inside are directly illumi-
nated with 351-nm wavelength light from 50 laser
beams in a 1-ns square laser pulse. The imploding
cylinder is then radiographed with the x rays from a
laser-heated titanium or iron foil normal to the cylin-
der along its axis. Use of the cylindrical geometry
allows convergent interfaces to be observed directly
from the side.

The entire cylinder implodes in an hour-glass shape
from the variation in intensity along the axial direc-
tion. The mixing region is kept “one-dimensional”
(initially dependent only on radius) by isolating the
primary material interfaces along a thin 500-�m long
“marker” region in the center of the cylinder where
the laser drive is uniform. The marker material is
chosen to be more opaque to the backlighter x rays
and to have a different density from the ablator or
foam. Two systems have been compared (Figure 1):
a system that demonstrates the minimum marker
extent achievable with no mix, using a smooth 4-
�m thick poly(2,6-dichloro)styrene marker created by
machining the styrene on an original aluminum man-
drel; and the other a system that demonstrates mix,
using 0.85 �m of gold deposited conformally on the
central foam. The ablators are made thick, consist-
ing of 73-�m polystyrene over the styrene marker or
60-�m polystyrene over the gold. This design choice
matches the total mass between the systems, with
the pusher thickness determined so that the shock
breaks out from the pusher at the end of the laser
pulse. The material interfaces are hydrodynamically
unstable when accelerated, but the smooth initial am-
plitudes of the lower density styrene create little mix
compared to the high initial amplitudes of the high
density gold. The extent of the mixing of the materi-
als across the interfaces is then measured.

Direct comparisons of the calculated hydrodynam-
ics with experiment use the 2D Lagrangian hy-
drocode LASNEX [10] to calculate the axial implosion
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FIG. 1. r-Z and r-� drawings of smooth chlorinated
styrene and rough gold marker systems.

profile along the radial direction r and axial direction
Z, and the 2D Eulerian hydrocode PETRA [11,12] to
calculate the turbulent mixing in either the r-Z or r-�
planes (i.e. assuming symmetry in the azimuthal � or
axial z directions, respectively). The measured laser
power and, for PETRA, the material interface rough-
ness spectra are used. The calculations confirm that
the laser-driven shock reaches the interface at 1 ns
at the end of the laser pulse, leading to a minimal
period of interface acceleration during the laser drive
and thus miminizing Rayleigh-Taylor growth in the
early stages. The mix comes primarily from single-
shock Richtmyer-Meshkov turbulence at the pusher-
foam interface. Mach numbers of the shock are cal-
culated to be > 20, with Reynold’s numbers in the
post-shock marker layer � 106 [13].

Matching the marker layer to be the length of the
uniform illumination region was predicted to keep
the marker imploding rectilinearly until stagnation
[7] and experimentally confirmed [8] in previous thin-
ablator work. The LASNEX r-Z calculations also pre-
dict a suitable rectilinear shape of the polystyrene
marker. However, the significantly greater radial
line density through the gold marker layer relative
to through the plain styrene causes a hydrodynamic
mismatch at the ends of the marker. The plain ab-
lator runs ahead of the marker, increases pressure
inside the marker at its ends, and also drags the
end of the marker inward, effectively increasing the
apparent thickness of the marker when viewed axi-
ally. Figure 2 shows a simulated side-on radiograph
just before turnaround. This type of “clean” calcula-
tion estimates that some but not all of the apparent
“mix width” in the gold marker case may be caused
by these effects.

As with previous R-M turbulence experiments [5],
the initial conditions of the targets and the pusher-
foam interfaces have been well characterized. Di-
mensions of the styrene marker layers were mea-
sured to be 3:9� 0:8 �m from scanning electron mi-
croscope (SEM) images. Other styrene dimensions
were measured to better than 1-�m accuracy us-
ing optical microscopy or a laser micrometer. The
gold was observed by SEM to lay conformally on the
rough foam surface, and its thickness determined to

FIG. 2. Simulated r-Z radiograph of a smooth gold
marker cylinder implosion at 4.75 ns using the LASNEX
code. This is a “clean” calculation with no initial surface
roughness on the gold layer.

be 0:85 � 0:05 �m from two different techniques, x-
ray radiography and x-ray fluorescence. The initial
surface roughness of the interface was measured, the
styrene by two optical interferometers and the gold
by both the interferometers and by a laser confocal
scanning microscope. Figure 3 illustrates the mea-
surements of the surfaces and shows how the power
per unit wavenumber of the surface roughness de-
creases with wavenumber k as k�3=2 for the gold-on-
foam and k

�2 for the machined styrene. There are
factors of two uncertainty in the initial amplitude of
the rough foam surfaces arising from sample varia-
tions and different measurement techniques.

Shots typically had 19–20 kJ on target with better
than 8% RMS energy balance. The laser beams were
smoothed with distributed phase plates and two-
dimensional smoothing by spectral dispersion (SSD)
of 1.5Å�3.0Å bandwidth. Rotational alignment of
the cylinders to within �0:3 degrees and positional
(XYZ) alignment to within �50 �m was achieved by
careful pre-shot metrology using alignment fibers on
the target. Targets were radiographed during 4.0–
5.0 nsec, just prior to minimum radius. At this time
the mix width is maximized while avoiding the period
after shock reflection.

A variety of diagnostics monitored the implosions.
A framing camera observed self-emission and con-
firmed correct target alignment. An imaging x-ray
streak camera, with its slit across the radius, mea-
sured the time dependence of the self-emission and
confirmed that the laser was not interacting with
the marker layer unlike previous thin ablator exper-
iments. X-ray spectroscopy (both streaked and time-
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FIG. 3. Surface roughness of the pusher-foam interface.
Plotted is the power (square of the amplitude) per unit
wavenumber (dividing each measurement by its bandwidth
dependent on the sample length). Data from the machined
styrene (several traces at lower amplitude) and gold sur-
faces are shown from both optical interferometers on dif-
ferent samples (thin and thick lines), and confocal laser
scanning microscope (dashed lines). The wavelength is
shown on the top, and equivalent amplitude for the 500 �m
marker shown on the right.

integrated) also confirmed the absence of laser inter-
action with the chlorine or gold of the marker layers.
The hot electron temperature can be characterized by
the hard x-ray spectrum as being 10–15 keV; hence
for these thick ablators there should be no signifi-
cant preheat of the marker layer by hot electrons.
The backlighter x-ray spatial profile was found to be
represented by a Gaussian [8].

Figure 4 shows typical axial radiographs for both
styrene and gold marker cases. The frames are cho-
sen to be at the same time (4.75�0:10 ns) during
the respective implosions which had incident laser
energy within 1.4% of each other. The fundamental
result of this work is that we see a relatively thin
marker layer with the initially smooth, chlorinated
system but a very thick mix region with the initially
rough, gold system.

Hydrodynamic instabilities at the marker-foam in-
terface are certainly seeded and develop fully in three
dimensions. However, the diagnostic line-of-sight
along the axis integrates through the system and cre-
ates an image as though looking at a two-dimensional
r-� system. The experiments are explicitly mod-
elled using both 2D and 3D hydrocodes to predict
the plasma turbulence and material interpenetration.
The TURMOIL fluid code [14] (using an ideal gas ap-
proximation and a pressure boundary condition ob-
tained from the 2D results) show that differences be-
tween 2D and 3D growth are minor, but indicate that
3D effects at the end of the marker layer may extend
the apparent outer edge of the transmission profile by
10–20 �m. The 2D PETRA r-� and r-Z calculations

FIG. 4. Axial x-ray radiography of the imploding cylin-
ders at the same time in their implosion (4.75 nsec).
Top) Smooth chlorinated styrene marker case. Film ex-
posure for this image with iron backlighter has been nor-
malized to an average of 0.0145 erg/cm2 in the center. Bot-
tom) Rough gold marker case. Film exposure for this image
with titanium backlighter has been normalized to an aver-
age of 0.0170 erg/cm2 in the center.

predict quantitatively similar mix distributions. The
r-Z calculations which include the effects on trans-
mission from ablator material at the ends are thus
used to provide a direct comparison with the data,
using IMP opacities [15] to generate a simulated ra-
diograph, which is then convolved with the measured
backlighter spatial profile. Figure 5 shows a compar-
ison of the calculated mix profile and data obtained
in the rough gold marker implosion. Also shown
is the transmission profile from a “clean” LASNEX
2D simulation that assumes no surface roughness,
which illustrates the expected marker width from
zeroth-order hydro with no turbulent mix and which
is much smaller than measured. LASNEX uses our
best simulation of laser deposition with as-shot laser
energy and profile; however, these r-Z calculations
overpredict the experimental implosion velocity and
as shown in the Figure predict a smaller radius at
the time of the measurement. Calculations done in r-
� match the measured zeroth-order hydro; we do not
understand this issue with the r-Z calculations. The
PETRA r-Z direct numerical simulation (DNS) calcu-
lation with surface roughness has had the incident
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FIG. 5. Comparison of numerical simulations to exper-
iment. Top) DNS calculation of gold volume fraction in
rough gold marker case using r-Z PETRA simulation, at
4.75 ns. Bottom) Radial lineout of azimuthal average of
relative transmission. The solid curve is the gold marker
data at 4.75 ns, the short dashed line from the r-Z PETRA
simulation above, and the long dashed line from the r-Z
LASNEX simulation of a smooth gold marker of Fig. 2.

energy reduced by 7% so as to match the measured
convergence of the experiment and the r-� calcula-
tions. The relative transmission profile shows good
quantitative agreement, especially in the location of
the edges and hence the overall width of the mix
layer. Experimental results from the styrene marker
case are also in agreement with DNS calculations
which show the styrene marker width is dominated
by end effects and not mix.

We have studied the sensitivity of the results to
variations in the experimental parameters and to
code settings. Comparison with notional, hydro-
dynamically equivalent planar and cylindrical ana-
logues demonstrate that convergence enhances the
mix growth, by typically 20% over a planar case. The
Atwood number, a dimensionless measure of the den-
sity jump across a material interface, is ill-defined
in such a compressible system with significant den-

sity gradients and two interacting turbulent inter-
faces. DNS calculations comparing chlorine and gold
marker layers of the same thickness and same initial
roughness do predict a factor-2 less mix width from
the lower density material. Uncertainties in the ini-
tial conditions (resulting from measurement inaccu-
racies, target variations, and minor preheat effects)
are estimated to be less than a factor-of-2 in the sur-
face roughness, which corresponds to less than 10%
uncertainty in the predicted mix width.

In conclusion, this experiment demonstrates the
ability to perform quantitative measurements of mix
in convergent geometry using compressible plasmas.
It provides a well-posed test of an integrated mod-
elling capability, and explicit calculations using hy-
drocodes including fully 3D ones adequately match
the observations provided proper initial conditions
are used. These results act as the basis for generat-
ing 1D mix ‘models’ [14] which capture the essential
growth characteristics and permit capsule optimiza-
tion studies for ICF research in a convergent, com-
pressible plasma environment rather than the usual
incompressible fluid limit.
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